In this paper we construct higher two{torsion elements of all orders in the symplectic cobordism ring. We begin by constructing higher torsion elements in the symplectic cobordism ring with singularities using a geometric approach to the Adams-Novikov spectral sequence in terms of cobordism with singularities. Then we show how these elements determine particular elements of higher torsion in the symplectic cobordism ring.
Introduction
The symplectic cobordism ring MSp is the homotopy of the Thom spectrum MSp and classi es up to cobordism the ring of smooth manifolds with an Spstructure on their stable normal bundles. Although MSp only has two{torsion, its ring structure is far more complicated than any of the other cobordism rings MG for the classical Lie groups G = O, SO, Spin, U, SU which have been completely computed. Over the past thirty years, these cobordism rings MG have had a major impact on di erential topology and homotopy theory. On the other hand, if the complexity of the ring MSp were understood, then symplectic cobordism theory MSp ( ) would have the potential to become a powerful tool in algebraic topology.
The symplectic cobordism ring MSp is still far from being computed and understood despite much research on the subject over the past twenty years.
It seems beyond present methods to completely compute MSp in the near future. Nevertheless, we can try to determine some general structural properties of this ring. The most striking example of such a result is the application of the Nilpotence Theorem 5] to MSp which says that all of its torsion elements are nilpotent. Another basic structural question is:
Do there exist elements of order 2 k in the ring MSp for all k 1? (1) Note that the corresponding structural property is well-known for all other classical cobordism rings as well as for framed cobordism, the stable homotopy groups of spheres. This paper gives an a rmative answer to (1) .
We begin by describing the background of our research. In the torsion of MSp there are the fundamental Ray elements 12]: 0 = 2 MSp 1 which comes from framed cobordism, and i 2 MSp 8i?3 for i 1. These are nonzero indecomposable elements of order two, and all torsion elements of MSp can be constructed from these Ray elements by using Toda brackets. These i determine basic patterns in all approaches to understanding the structure of symplectic cobordism. In particular, projections of these elements to the Adams and Adams{Novikov spectral sequences for MSp have had a major impact on the description of their structure.
The approach based on the Adams spectral sequence (ASS) was developed in the former Soviet Union. In particular, V. Vershinin 15] computed the ANSS through the 52 stem and showed that the rst element of order four in MSp occurs in degree 103 (unpublished).
It became apparent from both approaches that if there was torsion of order greater than four in MSp then it would occur in such a high degree that it would not be reasonable to try to discover it through stem by stem computations. In addition, there were no candidates for elements in E 2 of either the ASS or ANSS which might represent elements of higher torsion. (The only such family of candidates in the ASS was shown in 7] to be the image of higher di erentials.) The determination of elements of higher torsion required new geometric ideas. V. Vershinin of symplectic manifolds with singularities which starts with the mysterious ring MSp and ends with MSp , a polynomial ring over the integers. In the two-local category, the spectrum MSp splits as a wedge of suspensions of the spectrum BP. Here = (P 1 ; . . . ; P n ; . . .) and n = (P 1 ; :::; P n ) are sequences of closed Sp-manifolds which represent the Ray elements P 1 ] = and P i ] = 2 i?2 for i 2. This led to the description of the Adams-Novikov spectral sequences for the spectra MSp n in terms of cobordism with singularities 2], and, in particular, to a precise formula for the Adams-Novikov di erential d 1 that reduces the computation of the E 2 -term to elementary algebraic manipulations.
The opportunity that we have had to work together at York University has led to the understanding that the geometry of manifolds with singularities can be used to uncover the deep interaction between the Adams and Adams-Novikov spectral sequences for MSp thereby constructing torsion elements of all orders 2 k in MSp .
First we construct higher torsion elements in MSp n for n 3. The keys to this construction are that the cobordism ring MSp n has new elements w 1 ; . . . ; w n that have the same degrees and behavior as the elements v 1 ; . . . ; v n 2 BP and that the Toda brackets h i ; w k ; j i are de ned for k n. In Section 5, we prove the following theorem.
Theorem A. For each n 3 and n < i 1 We describe the contents of this paper in detail. In Section 2, we summarize the basic facts about the spectra MSp n which we will be using. In Section 3, we give the de nition and basic properties of three-fold Toda brackets of manifolds with singularities. These Toda brackets will be used to inductively de ne the elements we construct. In Section 3, we study the Adams-Novikov spectral sequence for the MSp n . The key technical and conceptual fact we use is that the Adams-Novikov spectral sequence for the spectrum MSp coincides with the -singularities spectral sequence which is de ned in terms of cobordism with singularities 2]. The -singularities spectral sequence gives us a speci c and identify their projections to the third line of the ANSS. In Section 7 we prove the Main Theorem by projecting the elements 0 (i 1 ; . . . ; i s ) to the third line E 3; 2 (MSp 1 ) of the ANSS. We use chromatic arguments to compute the order of these projections in E 3; 2 , and we show that they can not be killed by d 3 {di erentials.
In 3] we compute the E 2 {terms of the Adams spectral sequences for the spectra MSp n and apply them to study the elements of higher torsion constructed in this paper.
All groups, rings and spectra are two-local throughout this paper. The rst author would like to thank the topology community at M.I.T. for their warm hospitality during his visit in the spring term of 1991 as well as the Department of Mathematics and Statistics at York University for their kind support and hospitality. In addition he would like to thank Haynes Miller for important discussions on the basic ideas of this paper.
Symplectic Cobordism with Singularities
In this section we collect basic constructions and theorems concerning the spectra MSp and MSp n of symplectic cobordism with singularities. In particular, we determine formulas for computing the Bockstein operators which will be used in Sections 4 and 7 to make computations in the ANSS for MSp n . Let = (P 1 ; :::; P n ; :::) be a sequence of closed Sp-manifolds representing the Ray elements such that P 1 ] = and P i ] = 2 i?2 for i 2. For n 1, let n denote the sequence (P 1 ; :::; P n ). In general a product formula for Bockstein operators acting on a bordism theory with singularities is too complicated to write down. However in our case this formula has the following simple form. which we will use, and we only prove those properties of Toda brackets which we will need. We begin by recalling from 2, Chapter 2] the construction of an admissible product n in the bordism theory MSp n ( ). We summarize the properties of the associativity construction A n which measures the lack of associativity of n and the properties of the commutativity construction K n which measures the lack of commutativity of n . We will use A n in the de nition of Toda brackets, and the properties of A n and K n will be used to prove the properties of these Toda brackets. In addition, K n is a geometric cup-one product of manifolds with singularities which satis es the usual boundary and Hirsch formulas. We will use it in Sections 5 and 6 in our constructions of higher torsion elements.
Let P n be as above with P 1 ] Sp = and P n ] Sp = 2 n?2 for n 2. Consider the manifold P 0 n = P (1) n P (2) n I:
Here P (1) n , P (2) n are two copies of the n {manifold P n such that: @P 0 n = n P 0 n P n and n P 0 n = P (1) n f0g P (2) n f1g :
Note that the n -manifold P 0 n is n -bordant to a manifold without singularities since 2 P n ] Sp = 0. The cobordism class of the n -manifold P 0 n is the obstruction to the existence of a product structure. In our case, P 0 n ] n = 0, and we let Q n denote a n -manifold such that Q n = P 0 n as in 2, Theorem 4. In this case K n (A; B) has been described 7, section 10] in the special category of manifolds as a \cup-one product of manifolds". It projects in E 1 of the ASS to an algebraic cup-one product. Moreover, the Sp{structure on K n (A; B) can be chosen so that K n satis es the Hirsch formula 9]. Using the de nition of K n (A; B), this property generalizes to the two cases of n {manifolds given in the following lemma which su ce for the constructions of this paper. Statement (b) is nontrivial; it is essential that the n {manifolds A a and C c have only one common singularity, i.e. there is only one i n, such that both i A 6 = ; and i C 6 = ;.
Lemma 3.1 (a) (Hirsch Formula) If C c is an n {manifold and one of the n {manifolds A a , B b is an Sp{manifold without singularities then we have a di eomorphism of n {manifolds preserving Sp{structures:
K n (A B; C) = (?1) a m n (A; K n (B; C)) (?1) bc m n (K n (A; C); B): (9) (b) (Generalized Hirsch Formula) If A a and C c are closed n {manifolds that have only one nonempty common singularity and c is even then there is a n {cobordism between the manifolds K n (m n (C; A); C) A n (C; A; C) and m n (C; K n (A; C)) m n (K n (C; C); A): (10) Comments on the Proof. (a) It is proved by comparison of the constructions on the left and right sides of equation (9).
(b) The obstruction to the associativity of the product structure n has order three in the group MSp n ; see 2, Lemma 2.4.2]. Since the group MSp n does not have any odd torsion, the associativity construction A n may be taken to be a cylinder. This gives a way to construct a cobordism between the n { manifolds in (10) . The construction of this cobordism is straightforward when the manifolds A, C have only one common singularity.
Now we are ready to de ne the Toda bracket ha; b; ci, where a, b, c 2 MSp n .
Since the product of n {manifolds is not associate we need to use an associativity construction (8) We de ne a generalized quadratic construction which we use in the next lemma to identify Toda brackets of the form ha; b; ai. Suppose M is a n {manifold of dimension 2k. De ne a closed n -manifold (M) as follows:
where we identify the following manifolds: (12) Proof. Throughout this proof we ignore trivial associativity constructions in which one of the three entries has empty singularities. Let Y be a n {manifold such that Y = R M. Then Recall that our plan for determining elements of higher order in the ring MSp is to construct n {manifolds which project to in nite cycles in the E 2 -terms of the ANSS and ASS of MSp n for n 3. Then we determine the order of these projections in E 2 of the ANSS and bring back these n {manifolds to MSp . In 
We paste the sequences (16) 
We can also choose polynomial generators X i1;:::;is of w ?1 n?1 MSp for s 3 as x i1;:::;is + . We only need their existence. Their exact de nition, is not necessary for our computations. However, for completeness, we de ne them as follows. is a polynomial in the generators w 1 ; . . . ; w n?1 , x r , r 2 n?3 , r 6 = 2 l ?1, deg x r = 4r, as in the statement of Theorem 2.1. Let be the sum of k momomials:
Since dim W n?1 = 2(2 n?1 ? 1), each monomial i contains at least one factor w mi , m i n ? 2; write i = e i w mi . By induction, there is a mi -manifold X mi;j , m i < n ? 1, such that X mi;j = W mi P j . Let e ? i be a n -manifold which represents e i . De ne a n -manifold X n?1;j as the disjoint union of the following n -manifolds:
X n?1;j = e We must show that w n?1 n (i 1 ; . . . ; i s ) = 0. Let W n?1 be a n -manifold as in Lemma 5.2 which represents w n?1 so that there exists a n -manifold X n?1;is with X n?1;is = W n?1 P is . By Lemma 3. Note that the n -manifold (W n?1 ) of (11) Next we determine the projection of n (i 1 ; . . . ; i s ) into the E 2 -term of the ANSS for MSp n to be t n (i 1 ; . . . ; i s ) which we de ned in (31) and studied in Proposition 4.4. We do this by constructing a n {manifold which represents n (i 1 ; . . . ; i s ) and a n {manifold whose boundary equals w n?1 n (i 1 ; . . . ; i s ) modulo the Adams{Novikov ltration. These manifolds will be used in the constructions of the next section. We denote as m, K, A the constructions m n , K n , A n from Section 3. Proof. Lemma 5.3 gives us a n -manifold T (i 1 ; . . . ; i s ) which represents the element (i 1 ; . . . ; i s ) and a n -manifold H ( In particular, the lowest degree element of order at least eight which we have identi ed in MSp is (3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11; 12; 13) in degree 32,769.
We use the notation i for (i 1 ; ; i s ) below. Let t (i), g (i), a 0 (i) denote the projection of (i), (i), 0 (ii) The element a 0 (i) 2 E 3; The following lemma shows that we can assume that i 1 Choose n > i s . The element x depends on the generators x j1;...;j k ; w j and u j . In particular, the formula for the rst di erential is invariant under the transposition (3; n) in all entries of the elements x and g(3; i 2 ; . . . ; i s ). Applying this permutation we obtain an element x 0 , such that d 1 (x 0 ) = 2 t g(i 2 ; . . . ; i s ; n), a contradiction.
We give the proof of Proposition 7.1 in the case s even and 4 i 1 < < i s . The proof for the case s odd is obtained by a slight modi cation. Thus, i will denote i 1 ; ; i 2s for the remainder of this section. We prove Proposition 7. are acyclic, i.e. their n th homology groups are zero for n 1.
